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Door de Commissie Toekenning René
Olthuisprijs van de Vereniging Informatici Defensie is voorgedragen de majoor
T.L.A. Schless voor zijn scriptie De organisatie van botnetbestrijding in Nederland afgerond op 10 september 2013 ter
afsluiting van de opleiding Business Process Management
& Information Technology aan de faculteit Informatica van
de Open Universiteit. De winnende bijdrage is een scriptie
waarin het cyberaspect botnets ter discussie is gebracht.
Op een systematisch analytische wijze wordt de organisatie van de botnetbestrijding gefileerd. Intercom publiceert
de scriptie integraal omdat dit onderwerp ook voor onze
lezers van belang is.
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Abstract—Botnets are networks of compromised computers used to carry out malicious activities in a coordinated way
under control of a botmaster. Botnets are a major threat on
the internet and there is general agreement on the necessity of
botnet countermeasures.
We studied how counter botnet activities are organised in the
Netherlands. Through literature study and an empirical study we
analysed organisations involved in counteracting botnets, and
their capabilities and legal usage thereof. Our findings are that
no single organisation is solely capable or has the authority to
effectively oppose botnets, and therefore organisations cooperate in structural and ad hoc ways. Relatively simple botnets can
be countered effectively, but capabilities and legal authority to
disrupt more complex or foreign botnets are missing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Botnets are self-spreading and self-organising networks of
compromised computers (‘bots’) that can be used to perform
malicious activities in a coordinated way under control of a botmaster. Botnets can vary in size from hundreds to millions of
bots. The bots are infected by malware (‘botagents’) and receive
commands from the botmaster to carry out malicious activities

Maj Schless ontvangt de René Olthuisprijs uit handen van Drs D.M. Koen

against bots inside the botnet (internal attacks) or computer sys-

Foto M.C.J. van der Ploeg

tems outside the botnet (external attacks). Examples of malicious
activities are stealing sensitive data such as passwords, commit-

and civilians were obtained [14]. The press enlarged upon this,

ting click fraud, manipulating online banking transactions, com-

which led to questions raised in the Netherlands parliament in

promising new hosts to extend the botnet, performing distributed

2013. In the National Cyber Security Strategy, the Netherlands

denial-of-service attacks, and sending spam or phishing e-mails

government stresses the importance of joint action, both civil-mi-

[8, 9, 12, 16, 18, 23].

litary, public-private, and national-international, against cyber
threats caused by botnets [13].

The security threat caused by botnets is large and worldwide.
In this paper, we focus on the situation in the Netherlands. The

Scientific literature focuses primarily on technical aspects of

Netherlands are among the countries with the highest broadband

botnets, covering the structure of botnets, malicious activities

penetration and quality, both wired and wireless, in the world1.

performed by botnets, and countermeasures against botnets.

Unfortunately, the Netherlands are also an important player in the

However, little attention has been given to organisational aspects

world of cybercrime2 and a prime target for botnets. It has been

of counter botnet activities. In this paper we try to fill this gap and

estimated that at least 5 to 10 percent (but probably significantly

focus on organisational aspects of counter botnet activities.

more) of all Dutch broadband subscribers suffered an infection

Our contributions are threefold: First, we present a generic

that made their computer part of a botnet during 2009 [4]. The

model that relates required capabilities, as well as intentions and

BredoLab-botnet, which distributed spam and denial-of-service

structures of botnets, to botnet countermeasures. Second, we

attacks, was dismantled in 2010 in an internationally coordinated

identify the organisations involved in counter botnet activities

operation [7]. Although masterminded from Armenia, with milli-

in the Netherlands and analyse their capabilities and legal

ons of bots worldwide, its operations were concentrated in the

authority, which may serve as an example for other countries.

Netherlands. The detection of the Pobelka-botnet in the Nether-

Third, by combining the generic model and the mapping of

lands in 2012 showed that, although this botnet primarily targe-

organisations, we answer the question whether counteracting

ted financial transactions, also sensitive data from vital sectors

botnets is effectively feasible in the Netherlands and we show
which future directions are needed.

1

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,

www.oecd.org

2

IC3 2012 Internet Crime Report, www.ic3.gov.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows (see Fig. 1): In section II we explain our research method. In section III we look at
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results may be incomplete, particularly for
ISPs and organisations in vital sectors.
The key results of our study are a generic model stating the capabilities required
for acting against botnets as derived from
our literature study and validated in our
empirical study, the mapping of Dutch
basic properties of botnets and counter-

as electricity, telecommunication, water,

organisations involved in counter botnet

measures. In section IV we present the

food, finances, and chemical industry).

activities and their capabilities and legal

capabilities required for acting against

There are many structural and ad hoc re-

authority as derived from our empirical

botnets, we map the organisations invol-

lations and collaborations between these

study, and a concluding statement on

ved in fighting botnets in the Netherlands,

organisations.

whether counter botnet activities are organised effectively in the Netherlands.

and analyse their capabilities and legal
usage thereof. In section V we elaborate

In the public domain, we interviewed four

More information on our research method

further on our empirical findings. Section

key governmental organisations in cyber

(including interview reports) and results is

security. We excluded the intelligence ser-

available in [19].

VI concludes the paper.

vices and armed forces from our empirical study because of their specific tasks

II. RESEARCH METHOD

and limited or unidirectional interaction

We started our research with an extensive

with other organisations. We interviewed

literature study on botnets. We identified

a single but prominent computer securi-

basic properties of botnets, counter-

ty firm (Fox-IT) that has numerous public

A. Properties of Botnets

measures against botnets, capabilities

and private organisations as customers,

We consider intentions and structures of

and authority required for using these

including organisations in vital sectors

botnets as two basic properties that can

countermeasures, and organisations in-

and ISPs. It therefore has a broad view

be used to classify botnets, of which bot-

volved in combating botnets.

on counter botnet activities in the private

net structure is most relevant as it says a

sector and on cooperation between the

lot about the strengths, weaknesses and

Next, we did an empirical study to vali-

private and public sector. We also inter-

behaviour of a botnet [22]. Other proper-

date the results from our literature study

viewed DefCERT, the CERT of the Minis-

ties could also be used to classify bot-

and to assess how counter botnet acti-

try of Defence, which offers supporting

nets, such as types of attacks performed

vities are organised in the Netherlands.

services to the armed forces, but has no

by botnets and methods to extend the

We performed the empirical study by me-

military tasks and therefore is considered

botnet by infecting new hosts, but these

ans of semi-structured interviews during

as a representative of organisations in vi-

are less relevant for our study on the or-

April-June 2013 with 10 officials at 6 key

tal sectors.

ganisation of counter botnet activities.

the National Police, National Coordinator

The limited number of interviewed organi-

Literature offers numerous classifications

for Counterterrorism and Security, Nati-

sations may affect the reliability of our em-

for intentions of cyber attacks that are

onal Cyber Security Center, Public Pro-

pirical study. We asked every interviewed

also applicable for classifying botnets.

secution Service, Fox-IT, and DefCERT.

organisation whether we had omitted or-

We use the classification in Table I, which

(See Section IV.A and Table II for more

ganisations in our study with key capabi-

is based on [14, 21]. Note that a botnet

details.)

lities and legal authority. This turned out

can have multiple botmasters that use

III. BOTNETS: PROPERTIES
AND COUNTERMEASURES

organisations: Team High Tech Crime of

not to be the case. Furthermore, in each

the botnet simultaneously for different

We identified a large number of both pu-

interview we not only inquired after capa-

purposes [15] and a botmaster may of-

blic and private organisations that are

bilities and legal authority of the organisa-

fer the botnet to third parties that use the

involved in fighting botnets. These inclu-

tion itself, but also of other organisations

botnet for their own goals. Furthermore,

de governmental organisations, compu-

that cooperate with the interviewed orga-

the division between white hats and black

ter security companies, internet service

nisation. The interviews gave a consistent

hats is not always clear, e.g., intelligence

providers (ISPs) and hosting providers,

view and hence we have confidence in the

services making use of criminals for cyber

and organisations in vital sectors (such

reliability of our results. Nevertheless, our

espionage.
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act both as bot server and client [11], botnets that make use of
social networks and cloud services [26], and botnets that use
(reverse) proxies and fast-flux networks where domain names or
IP addresses of bots, bot servers and DNS servers continuously
change [6, 22, 27]. Also, channels for command & control and
data can be separated such that each channel uses a hybrid
structure that best fits its purpose [25].
B. Countermeasures
Botnets are visible through three activities: spreading and infecting new bots, traffic on command & control channels, and
attacks [12]. Tracking and detecting botnets can take place by
looking for traces of such activities, either actively by ‘honeynets’
or passively by searching for known botnet patterns or anomalies
in software and network traffic [9, 17, 22].
The next step after tracking and detecting a botnet, is analysis
of the command structure of the botnet. Analysis methods are
Generally, three command structures for botnets can be distin-

available [3, 10, 18, 20], but analysis becomes more difficult

guished: centralised, decentralised and hybrid. In all command

with increasing complexity of the command structure and requi-

structures, command & control channels are used for commu-

res that at least some behaviour of the botnet is already known.

nication between the botmaster(s) and the bots. Botnets with a

When the internet address of a botmaster is revealed, the geo-

centralised command structure make use of one or more central

graphical location of the botmaster may be identified. In practice

servers to send commands to individual bots, typically by means

however, due to technical, political and legal reasons, this may be

of the IRC-protocol or HTTP [9]. These channels are bidirectional,

difficult to achieve [2, 26].

and hence the botmaster can also receive information from bots

A botnet can be disabled by affecting either individual bots, the

[25]. Botnets also can use chat servers, blogs or twitter accounts,

command structure or command & control channels, or the bot-

instant messaging (IM) services or proprietary protocols [22]. In

master [5]. In practice, it is nearly impossible to track all bots in

a centralised command structure, the botmaster can reach the

a botnet. Botnets with a centralised command structure can be

bots quickly and easily, obtain information from bots, and control

disabled by taking over the command & control server, while bot-

the entire botnet. The weakness is the dependence on a limited

nets with a decentralised command structure can be disrupted

number of central servers. When these central servers are taken

by manipulating bots or traffic on the command & control chan-

over or eliminated, the botmaster loses control over the botnet.

nels [20]. Capturing the botmaster depends on its geographical location and jurisdiction. Command & control servers can be

In a decentralised command structure, command & control chan-

seized and, depending on available evidence, the botmaster can

nels are established between individual bots in a peer-to-peer

be arrested and prosecuted. In case of cyber terrorism or cyber

fashion. The botmaster gives commands directly to a number of

war, the botmaster or the botnet infrastructure can be attacked

bots, which in turn spread the commands further. Such botnets

physically. Counter botnet activities however may not always be

are more robust than botnets with a centralised command struc-

effective. A disabled command & control server could have been

ture. However, a decentralised command structure is more com-

backed up in another country, disrupting a botnet can have nega-

plex and difficult to implement [23, 24]. It also is difficult to reach

tive effects on other communications, and an arrested botmaster

all bots simultaneously due to uncertainty in propagation times.

can be replaced. Botnets are designed to be operational soon

The channels are usually unidirectional, which makes it difficult

after disruption [1]. The upper part of Table IV shows the relations

for a botmaster to obtain information from individual bots [25].

between countermeasures, structures, and intentions of botnets.

Furthermore, measures should be taken, such as authentication
and encryption, to ensure that bots only accept commands from
genuine peers [22].

IV. COUNTERACTING BOTNETS: ORGANISATIONS, CAPABILITIES AND LEGAL AUTHORITY

Recent research shows that botnets are becoming even more
complex by applying hybrid command structures that mix cen-

A. Organisations

tralised and decentralised command structures [24]. Examples

Our literature research and empirical study identified key public

are botnets that use a decentralised network of bot servants that

and private organisations that are involved in fighting botnets,
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shown in Table II. In addition, there are organisations in the back-

passive detection on their own networks. Also computer securi-

ground with supportive tasks: Nederlands Forensisch Instituut

ty companies have several capabilities that they are not allowed

(NFI, Netherlands Forensic Institute) is a public organisation that

to deploy on public networks, such as investigation of specific

provides support and expertise through independent analysis

botnets (C4), decrypting information (C5), and taking over com-

and interpretation of evidence; Stichting Internet Domeinnaamre-

mand servers (C7). On public networks such activities are con-

gistratie Nederland (SIDN, Foundation for Internet Domain Name

sidered as intentional and unlawful intrusion of computer sys-

Registration in the Netherlands) registers .nl domain names and

tems, which is an offence under the Dutch criminal law (Wetboek

stimulates initiatives for an open and secure internet; the Minis-

van Strafrecht, Artikel 138ab). These capabilities may be applied

try of Economic Affairs promotes private initiatives in the field of

on private networks, but even this may be prohibited by privacy

cyber security; Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM, Authority

regulations. The upper part of Table V shows which organiza-

for Consumers and Markets) monitors the telecommunications

tions in the Netherlands can counter botnets with specific inten-

sector and can, for instance, impose fines for sending spam.

tions. Our empirical results indicate however that organisations
do not use such specific classification. Instead, they consider

B. Capabilites and Legal Authority

the specific context of each individual botnet, in which relevant

From literature and empirical study, we identified 19 capabilities

aspects are: location (whether the botnet infrastructure resides

that are required to counter botnets effectively, shown in Table III.
The lower part of Table IV shows the relations between countermeasures and capabilities. Table IV is a generic model indicating the relations between countermeasures on the one hand
and command structures, intentions and capabilities required for
acting against botnets on the other hand.
The lower part of Table V shows the capabilities and legal
authority of organisations involved in counter botnet activities
in the Netherlands. It can for instance be seen that the police
and private computer security companies are capable of passive
detection of botnets (C2), but this requires explicit authorisation.
ISPs have the same capabilities, but are only allowed to perform

inside or outside the Netherlands), type of attack or offence, and
exploited vulnerabilities. A classification of botnet intentions is
however considered useful for policy making. A classification
based on command structures is currently rarely used in
practice, since most present botnets only apply relatively simple
centralised command structures.

V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section we elaborate further on some of our empirical
results. None of the interviewed organisations are actively engaged in removing bots from botnets (C6). NCSC and DefCERT
have a general warning and advisory role. They can remove bots
from their own networks and solve vulnerabilities in their own
computer systems. In some cases, e.g. when a botnet has

intercom | jaargang 43 | 2
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Also private computer security companies and other governmental
organisations are capable of hacking back, but are not
authorised to do so lawfully. Private parties however are eager
to actively counter botnets to protect their own interests.
They consider that actively disrupting botnets is becoming more
been taken over by the police, affected users are informed that

effective than increasing investments in computer security.

their computer has been compromised.

Disrupting a botnet by manipulating bots (C8) is to some extend

A command & control server can be taken over (C7) or phy-

effective for botnets with a decentralised command structure.

sically secured (C13) by means of confiscation, a ‘notice-and-

However, the knowledge and resources required for applying

take-down’ (NTD) procedure or ‘hacking back’. Confiscation and

this capability are still very limited, mainly since most botnets still

NTD procedures are only applicable to botnets with a command

apply a centralised command structure.Disrupting a botnet by

& control server located within the Netherlands. Hacking back

manipulating communication on command & control channels

is strictly speaking illegal, although the OM has authorised the

(C9) is applied in private networks or in cooperation with ISPs by

police to hack back in some cases when this was con-

means of sink holing in which case bots are made unreachable in

sidered proportional in view of significant damage or infringement.

a network by blocking IP-ports or DNS manipulation. Taking over

Alteration of the law is currently being considered to regulate this.

a botnet by manipulating communication on command & control

Hacking back can only be applied lawfully by public governmen-

channels (C10) is applied by none of the organisations.

tal organisations, because of proportionality assessment and

Arresting and prosecuting a botmaster (C15) are major tasks of

accountability. This applies not only to taking over botnets (C7),

OM and police. The botmaster can either be someone who tech-

but strictly speaking also to milder forms of data collection where

nically controls the botnet or who hires the botnet. The studied

still some degree of interference in a botnet is required (C4).

organisations cooperate in a limited number of structural partner-
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ships, such as the relation between OM
assistance, the execution of court orders

Vereniging Informatici Defensie beloont de
beste scriptie of publicatie over IV en ICT

to take a command server offline, and

Eén van de doelstellingen van de vereniging is het bevorderen van de uitbreiding van de des-

contingency capabilities that DefCERT

kundigheid op het gebied van informatica. Om deze doelstelling te realiseren kent de VID jaar-

provides to NCSC. These are in fact

lijks de ‘René Olthuis scriptieprijs’ toe. Deze prijs is bedoeld als jaarlijkse aanmoedigingsprijs

legal forms of cooperation in the cyber

voor een scriptie, publicatie of artikel over een onderwerp binnen het vakgebied IV of ICT.

domain that are no different than for other

De scriptie, publicatie of het artikel behandelt, bij voorkeur, een actueel (defensie-) vraag-

domains. Other forms of cooperation are

stuk binnen de IV of ICT en mag als uitzonderlijke prestatie worden beoordeeld. De prijs

largely bilateral, project-based or ad hoc,

bestaat uit een geldbedrag van € 250,- en een bijbehorende tastbare herinnering. De VID

while all organisations are highly inter-

nodigt u uit uw scriptie, artikel of publicatie bij de Commissie Toekenning René Olthuis

dependent. This is evident since on the

VID Scriptieprijs aan te bieden voor mededinging naar deze prijs. Door de VID is een apart

one hand authority to use some critical

reglement opgesteld met daarin de voorwaarden waaraan een scriptie, publicatie of artikel moet

capabilities relies solely with the govern-

voldoen. Het hele reglement kunt u zelf downloaden van de intranetsite van de VID: (http://intra-

ment, especially for far-reaching research

net.mindef.nl/portaal/service/verenigingen/vid/index.aspx) of opvragen bij de secretaris van de

into a botnet and taking over a server,

VID (Secretaris.VID@mindef.nl). Uw mededinging voor de scriptieprijs kan elektronisch aan de

while on the other hand the government

commissie worden aangeboden door tussenkomst van bovenstaand mailaccount.

needs the knowledge and direct coope-

Sluitingsdatum voor aanleveren: 1 november 2014. De Commissie zal, bij voldoende aanbod,

ration of many ISPs, computer security

in een bijeenkomst van de VID de winnaar bekend maken. De winnaar wordt dan in de gele-

companies and companies in vital sec-

genheid gesteld aan de leden van de VID zijn/haar scriptie, publicatie of artikel toe te lichten.

and police, international requests for legal

tors. The exchange of timely and accurate information is crucial for disrupting bot-

and ad hoc ways. Capabilities and legal

turally cooperate and contribute to coun-

nets, as well as alignment of interests (for

authority are missing to counter botnets

ter botnets activities, each in line with

instance, whether priority is with shutting

with more complex command structures,

their core business.

down the botnet to minimise damage or

or with botmasters or botnet infrastruc-

with prosecuting the botmaster). All inter-

ture residing outside the Netherlands.
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